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ABSTRACT
Provable data possession is a technique for ensuring the integrity of data in outsourcing storage service. In this paper,
we propose a cooperative provable data possession scheme
in hybrid clouds to support scalability of service and data
migration, in which we consider the existence of multiple
cloud service providers to cooperatively store and maintain
the clients’ data. Our experiments show that the veriﬁcation
of our scheme requires a small, constant amount of overhead,
which minimizes communication complexity.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

(CSP) which has signiﬁcant storage space and computation
resources to manage and provide storage services; and the
trusted third party (TTP) who stores the clients’ audit data
and oﬀers the query services for their data.
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H.3.2 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Storage; E.3 [Data]: Data Encryption

General Terms
Design, Performance, Security
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In cloud computing, one of the core design principles is
dynamic scalability, which guarantees cloud storage service
to handle growing amounts of application data in a ﬂexible manner or to be readily enlarged. By integrating multiple private and public cloud services, hybrid clouds can
eﬀectively provide dynamic scalability of service and data
migration. For example, a client might integrate the data
from multiple private or public providers into a backup or
archive ﬁle (see Figure 1), or a service might capture the
data from other services from private clouds, but the intermediate data and results are stored in hybrid clouds [3].
Although Provable Data Possession (PDP) schemes evolved
around public clouds oﬀer a publicly accessible remote interface to check and manage the tremendous amount of data,
the majority of existing PDP schemes are incapable of satisfying such an inherent requirement of hybrid clouds in terms
of bandwidth and time. In order to address this problem, we
consider a hybrid cloud storage service involving three diﬀerent entities, as illustrated in Figure 1: the cloud client who
stores or uses data in the cloud; the cloud service provider
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Figure 1: Cloud data storage architecture for hybrid
clouds
In this architecture, we consider the existence of multiple CSPs to cooperatively store and maintain the clients’
data, and a publicly veriﬁable PDP is used to verify the integrity and availability of their stored data in CSPs. The
clients are allowed to dynamically access and update their
data for various applications, and the veriﬁcation process of
PDP is seamlessly performed for the clients in hybrid clouds.
Hence, it is a challenging problem to design a PDP scheme
for supporting dynamic scalability.
In this work, we focus on the construction of PDP scheme
for hybrid clouds, supporting privacy protection and dynamic scalability. We ﬁrst provide an eﬀective construction
of Cooperative Provable Data Possession (CPDP) using Homomorphic Veriﬁable Responses (HVR) and Hash Index Hierarchy (HIH). This construction uses homomorphic property, such that the responses of the client’s challenge computed from multiple CSPs can be combined into a single
response as the ﬁnal result of hybrid clouds. By using this
mechanism, the clients can be convinced of data possession
without knowing what machines or in which geographical
locations their ﬁles reside. More importantly, a new hash index hierarchy is proposed for the clients to seamlessly store
and manage the resources in hybrid clouds. Our experimental results also validate the eﬀectiveness of our construction.

2.

COOPERATIVE PROVABLE DATA POSSESSION

In this section, we introduce the principles of our cooperative provable data possession for hybrid clouds, including
the main technique, model, fragment structure, index hierarchy, and the architecture to support our scheme.

2.1 Homomorphic Verifiable Response
A homomorphism is a map 𝑓 : ℙ → ℚ between two groups
such that 𝑓 (𝑔1 ⊕ 𝑔2 ) = 𝑓 (𝑔1 ) ⊗ 𝑓 (𝑔2 ) for all 𝑔1 , 𝑔2 ∈ ℙ, where
⊕ denotes the operation in ℙ and ⊗ denotes the operation
in ℚ. This notation was used to deﬁne a Homomorphic
Veriﬁable Tags (HVTs) in [2]: Given two values 𝜎𝑖 and 𝜎𝑗
for two message 𝑚𝑖 and 𝑚𝑗 , anyone can combine them into
a value 𝜎 ′ corresponding to the sum of the message 𝑚𝑖 +𝑚𝑗 .
When provable data possession is considered as a challengeresponse protocol, we also extend this notation to introduce
the concept of a Homomorphic Veriﬁable Responses (HVRs),
which is used to integrate multiple responses from the different CSPs in cooperative PDP scheme, as follows:

In order to prove the integrity of data stored in hybrid
clouds, we deﬁne a framework for Cooperative Provable Data
Possession (CPDP) as follows:
Definition 2 (Cooperative-PDP). A cooperative provable data possession scheme 𝒮 ′ is a collection of two algorithms and an interactive proof system, 𝒮 ′ = (𝒦, 𝒯 , 𝒫):
𝒦𝑒𝑦𝐺𝑒𝑛(1𝜅 ): takes a security parameter 𝜅 as input, and returns a secret key 𝑠𝑘 or a public-secret keypair (𝑝𝑘, 𝑠𝑘);
𝒯 𝑎𝑔𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝑠𝑘, 𝐹, 𝒫): takes a secret key 𝑠𝑘, a ﬁle 𝐹 , and a
set of CSPs 𝒫 = {𝑃𝑘 }, and returns the triples (𝜁, 𝜓, 𝜎),
where 𝜁 is the secret of tags, 𝜓 = (𝑢, ℋ) is a set of veriﬁcation parameters 𝑢 and an index hierarchy ℋ for 𝐹 ,
𝜎 = {𝜎 (𝑘) }𝑃𝑘 ∈𝒫 denotes a set of all tags, where 𝜎 (𝑘) is
the tags of the fraction 𝐹 (𝑘) of 𝐹 in 𝑃𝑘 ; and

We propose a fragment structure of CPDP scheme based
on the above-mentioned model as shown in Figure 2, which
has following characters: 1) a ﬁle is split into 𝑛 × 𝑠 sectors
and each block (𝑠 sectors) corresponds to a tag, so that the
storage of signature tags can be reduced with the order of
𝑠; 2) the veriﬁer can check the integrity of a ﬁle by random sampling approach, which is a matter of the utmost
importance for large or huge ﬁles; and 3) this structure relies on homomorphic properties to aggregate the data and
tags into a constant size response, which minimizes network
communication overheads.
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2.2 Definition of CPDP Model

2.3 Fragment Structure of CPDP

ĂĂ

Definition 1 (homomorphic verifiable response).
A response is called homomorphic veriﬁable response in PDP
protocol, if given two responses 𝜃𝑖 and 𝜃𝑗 for two challenges
𝑄𝑖 and 𝑄𝑗 from two CSPs, there exists an eﬃcient algorithm to combine them into ∪
a response 𝜃 corresponding to
the sum of the challenges 𝑄𝑖 𝑄𝑗 .

To realize the CPDP, a trivial way is to check the data
stored in each cloud one by one. However, it would cause signiﬁcant cost growth in terms of communication and computation overheads. It is obviously unreasonable to adopt such
a primitive approach that diminishes the advantages of cloud
storage: scaling arbitrarily up and down on-demand [1].
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Figure 2: The fragment structure of CPDP model.
The above structure, considered as a common representation for some existing schemes [2, 4], can be converted to
MAC-based, ECC or RSA schemes. By using BLS signatures and random oracle model, it is easy to design a practical CPDP scheme with the shortest homomorphic veriﬁable
responses for public veriﬁability. This structure also creates
favorable conditions for the architecture of CSPs.

2.4 Hash Index Hierarchy

𝒫𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓 (𝒫, 𝑉 ): is a protocol for a proof of data possession
between CSPs 𝒫 = {𝑃𝑘 } and a veriﬁer V. At the end
of the protocol, 𝑉 returns a bit {0∣1} denoting a binary
decision for either false or true. It includes two cases:
∑
∙ ⟨ 𝑃𝑘 ∈𝒫 𝑃𝑘 (𝐹 (𝑘) , 𝜎 (𝑘) ), 𝑉 (𝑠𝑘, 𝜁)⟩ is a private proof, where
each 𝑃𝑘 takes a fraction of ﬁle 𝐹 (𝑘) and a set of all tags
𝜎 (𝑘) , and 𝑉 takes a secret key 𝑠𝑘 and the secret of tags
𝜁; and
∑
∙ ⟨ 𝑃𝑘 ∈𝒫 𝑃𝑘 (𝐹 (𝑘) , 𝜎 (𝑘) ), 𝑉 ⟩(𝑝𝑘, 𝜓) is a public proof, where
each 𝑃𝑘 takes a ﬁle 𝐹 (𝑘) and a set of all tags 𝜎 (𝑘) , and
a public key 𝑝𝑘 and a set of public parameters 𝜓 are the
common input between 𝑃 and 𝑉 .

An architecture for data storage in hybrid clouds is illustrated in Figure 3. This architecture is based on a hierarchical structure with three layers to represent the relationship
among all blocks for stored resources. Three layers can be
described as follows:

For both cases, 𝑃 (𝑥) denotes the subject 𝑃 holds the secret 𝑥, and ⟨𝑃, 𝑉 ⟩(𝑥) denotes both∑parties 𝑃 and 𝑉 share
a common data 𝑥 in a protocol.
𝑃𝑘 ∈𝒫 denotes the cooperative computing in 𝑃𝑘 ∈ 𝒫.

This architecture naturally accommodates the hierarchical representation of ﬁle systems. We make use of a simple
hierarchy to organize multiple CSP services, which involve
private clouds or public clouds, by shading the diﬀerences

∙ First-Layer (Express Layer ): oﬀers an abstract representation of the stored resources;
∙ Second-Layer (Service Layer ): promptly oﬀers and manages cloud storage services; and
∙ Third-Layer (Storage Layer ): directly realizes data storage on many physical devices.
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Figure 4: The experiment results of the diﬀerent 𝑠
for a 150K-Bytes ﬁle (𝜌 = 0.01 and 𝑃 = 0.99).
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between these clouds. In Figure 3, the resources in the Express Layer are split and stored into three CSPs in the Service Layer. In turn, each CSP fragments and stores the
assigned data into the storage servers in the Storage Layer.
We distinguish diﬀerent CSPs by diﬀerent colors, and the
denotation of the Storage Layer is the same as in Figure 2.
Moreover, we follow the logical order of the data blocks to
organize the Storage Layer. This architecture could provide
some special functions for data storage and management,
e.g., there may exist an overlap among data blocks (as shown
in dashed line) and discontinuous blocks (as shown on a noncontinuous color).
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Figure 3: The architecture of CPDP model.
We employ this architecture to construct a new Hash Index Hierarchy ℋ, which is used to replace the hash function
in original PDP schemes, as follows:
{𝜏𝑖 }𝑠𝑖=1

and the ﬁle name
∙ Express layer: given 𝑠 random
𝐹 𝑛, establishes 𝜉 (1) = 𝐻∑𝑠𝑖=1 𝜏𝑖 (“𝐹 𝑛”) and makes it public for veriﬁcation but makes {𝜏𝑖 }𝑠𝑖=1 secret;
∙ Service layer: given the 𝜉 (1) and the cloud name 𝐶𝑛, sets
(2)
𝜉𝑘 = 𝐻𝜉(1) (“𝐶𝑛”);

performance of our CPDP scheme in terms of computational
overhead. For the sake of comparison, our experiments were
executed in the following scenario: a ﬁxed-size ﬁle is used to
generate the tags and prove data possession under the different number of sectors 𝑠. For a 150K-Bytes ﬁle, the computational overheads of the veriﬁcation protocol are shown
in Figure 4(a) when the value of 𝑠 is ranged from 1 to 50
and the size of sector is 20-Bytes. Moreover, there exists an
optimal value of 𝑠 from 15 to 25. The computational overheads of the tag generation are also shown in Figure 4(b).
The results indicate that the overheads are reduced when
the values of 𝑠 are increased. Hence, it is necessary to select
the optimal number of sectors in each block to minimize the
computation costs of clients and storage service providers.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we addressed the construction of PDP scheme
for hybrid clouds. Based on homomorphic veriﬁable responses and hash index hierarchy, we proposed a cooperative PDP scheme to support dynamic scalability on multiple
storage servers. Our experiments showed that our schemes
require a small, constant amount of overhead.
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